Danish Intensive Flex
(Level 1, 2, 3 and 4)
FAQ
What?
Our Intensive Flexible Program 1-3 covers one whole level in just 12 weeks after which you´ll do a
test. Level 4 is longer, 18 weeks, because of the larger curriculum. It is equally followed by a test.

When?
Classes are held once a week
Evening classes

17.30-20.00

How much is the fee?
Level 1-3
The fee is 2160 DKK - this fee covers 12 weeks of classes, access to learning material, and a test.
Level 4
The fee is 3240 DKK - this fee covers 18 weeks of classes, access to learning material, and a test.

How about payment?
You can pay online or via Mobile Pay.

Terms of payment?
You can find our terms of payment here; https://www.iasprog.dk/en/paymentconditions/

Which method is used?
Our Danish Intensive Flex Course is based on the same efficient method as our Danish Intensive
program with emphasis on good pronunciation, memorization, grammar and the communicative
skills.
At Danish Intensive Flex you will have more time to let the acquired knowledge sink in, so to speak,
and to plan your homework. On top of that, you will have the possibility to join an online workshop
once a week to train for instance your oral skills individually or in groups.

Which material do we use?
Our own learning material, Skolegade and I gang, has been developed and tested by experienced
language teachers and researchers here at IA Sprog and consists of text books, as well as a wealth
of e-learning material available at mit.iasprog.dk (Our LMS).

How much homework should I expect?
You should expect around 8-10 hours of homework/self-study per week.

How about attendance?
To ensure your full benefit of the course we suggest an 85% attendance in class. If you get sick or for
some other reason are prevented from attending class, please inform your teacher in advance and
do the extra homework for your following class.
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Which language is used in class?
Well, Danish off course :) But especially at the first level, we´ll use English as instruction language
which is why English language skills as well as knowledge of English grammar terms are required.

Which tests will we do?
We´ve developed our own tests according to the CEFR (Common European Framework of
Reference) at levels A1, A2, A2+, and B1. You´ll receive a certificate when you pass one of these
tests. Please note that our certificate is not the official Modultestbevis.

Who can continue to the following level?
If you pass your tests, you´re more than welcome to join the following level here at IA Sprog.

What happens if I don´t pass the test?
If you don´t pass the whole test the first time your teacher will evaluate your specific situation.
Depending on whether you pass most of the test or nothing at all it will be decided if we recommend
you to simply do a re-test or repeat the whole, or part of the level.

How about the final exam - the PD3?
We can teach you from level 1 and all the way to the final level, i.e. level 5 and we can even help you
prepare for the final exam (PD3) but you´ll have to sign up for the exam itself at one of the public
schools. You´ll pay a fee of 1389 DKR (in 2020) just to attend the PD3 exam itself at a public school.
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